The tallest players usually play this position in the scrum.
The IRB, International Rugby __, is the international law making body.
Number __ is positioned at the back of the scrum.
The __ Team is made up of English, Irish, Scottish and Welsh players.
Tighthead and loosehead __ keep the scrum up.
A try is worth 5 points, a penalty goal is worth __ points.
Rugby __ and Rugby League each have different rules of play.
This country is host to the 2007 Rugby World Cup.
The __ or #2 throws the ball into the line-outs.
#12 is the __ center, and #13 is the outside center.
Rugby involves set pieces like line-outs and __ to put the ball in play.
Rugby remained an __ sport until 1995.
William Webb Ellis invented the game at Rugby School in __ in 1823.
In rugby union each team fields __ players at a time.
The __-__, or #10, often takes care of the kicking duties.
#6 and #7 are known as openside and blindside __.
The scrum is made up of numbers 1-8, known as the __ or pack.
The __ is the last line of defense and usually a quick attacker.
To score a try the ball must be __ or touched down in the in-goal area.
Rugby is a sport where you kick away possession to gain field __.
The name of the New Zealand national team.
The __-__ or #9 distributes the ball to the backs.
The Australian national team is called the __.
To protect their teeth & gums, rugby players should always wear a __.
The __ __ is the northern hemisphere's yearly international competition.
The South African national team nickname and mascot.
The __ __ is the competition between the southern hemisphere teams.
Headgear, like scrum caps, can protect a player from getting __-ear.